In 1997, the NCI’s Clinical Trials Program Review Group, chaired by Dr James Armitage, released recommendations to revamp the clinical trials system. These recommendations were translated into a working plan in 1998 by co-chairs of the Clinical Trials Implementation Committee, Dr John Glick and Dr Michaela Christian. The primary goal of this new system is to rapidly accelerate the pace of cancer clinical research by enabling all US oncologists to offer patients NCI-sponsored clinical trials and by simplifying and standardizing paperwork and procedures related to these trials. New features of the NCI clinical trials program include standardization of data collection and online data reporting, simplified informed consent and a centralized IRB process. To make open access to trials feasible, the NCI established the Clinical Trials Support Unit (CTSU) to implement a uniform system of patient registration and data collection for all trials in the Network. To facilitate all aspects of protocol generation and trials conduct, a modernized informatics system for clinical trials is also being developed.
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